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Overview of changes since the last update?
(May 2021)

- The treatment of the signed systematic correlations has undergone a 
detailed review and update, both within the individual CMS and ATLAS 

measurements and for the ATLAS:CMS correlation signs. 
These studies are ~ completed. 

(Many thanks to the original analysts who contributed to these studies)

- The last item to be finalized is the treatment of the ATLAS:CMS 
correlation strength for the flavor-dependent jet energy scale term (JES4).
This is a composite uncertainty which is computed differently by the two 

groups and the light quark/ b-quark uncertainties are quite different.
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Brief overview of the measurements

ATLAS: EPJC 79 (2019) 290

6 inputs, incudes treatment of negative and positive correlations

mt = 172.69 ± 0.48 [ ± 0.25 (stat) ± 0.41 (syst) ] GeV

CMS: PRD 93 (2016) 072004

7 inputs, uses hybrid (1-D and 2-D) mass fits for the most precise 
measurements and does not use signs of the systematic uncertainty 
correlations

mt = 172.44 ± 0.48 [ ± 0.13 (stat) ± 0.47 (syst) ] GeV

Starting point:
Run 1 legacy combinations

Combination: uses the ATLAS legacy inputs and the most precise subset 
of the CMS measurements

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6757-9
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.072004
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Updated CMS inputs

à 9 inputs: 3  from 7 TeV measurements and 6 from 8 TeV measurements

CMS has 5 additional inputs available, which were completed after the  
legacy analysis was published
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Systematic Uncertainty Categorization
LHC: ATLAS & CMS

All of the other systematic terms are defined in the same 
way by the two experiments (full list in backup)
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The combination:
- Implemented using BLUE with CONVINO as a cross-check. Also

verified that the code reproduces both the ATLAS and CMS    
legacy results.

- Simultaneous combination of all 15 inputs with a combination of the
separate ATLAS and CMS combinations as a cross-check

Some details:
- Include the signs of the systematic uncertainty correlations both within

each experiment and between the two experiments. This is quite tricky,
especially for the composite terms such as HAD, RAD and JES4. 

- Check sensitivity to assumed correlations strengths by scanning over
reasonable ranges above and below the nominal values

- Use the ATLAS model of using the nominal systematic shift in cases
where the statistical uncertainty is larger than the shift. Check the
effects of such statistical uncertainties using pseudo experiments
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ATLAS:CMS Correlations

Notes: 
- replaced original correlation 1’s 

with milder strong correlation factor of 
0.85 to allow for small differences 
between ATLAS and CMS 
implementations  

- correlation signs for the 
combination are propagated from the 
signs of the ATLAS and CMS terms 

- JES4 = 0 (Flavor JES) under study
(see later)

- PU = 0 required for consistency 
with published ATLAS results
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Potential Precision of  
LHC Combination 

LHC Blinded Result

Result is still blinded – pending analysis sign off by the CMS ARC 
and ATLAS EB

Uncertainties:  total ~ 300 MeV,   stat ~ 140 MeV

à precision improvement relative to ATLAS and CMS legacy results 
is ~ 35 %

Note - this is still a work-in-progress

- All of the cross-checks to this point show no issues/inconsistencies
or strong correlations with the assumptions used

- Once the analysis is finalized we will also add the results for the
individual decay modes.

Work in 
Progress
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Correlation Matrix

Overall ATLAS:CMS correlation is ~5 %

Work in 
Progress
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Dominant Measurements

ATLAS:
lepton + jets      0.14
dilepton 0.14

CMS:
lepton + jets      0.52
dilepton*           0.11

Dominant measurements are 8 TeV lepton + jets 
and dilepton channels

Numbers above are the BLUE combination weights

* This is one of the ‘new’ CMS measurements

Work in 
Progress
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Relative Precision Compared to the Inputs

All of the
LHC combination

values shown at
the arbitrary value

of 172 GeV

(all results are blinded)

Split channel results:

- lepton + jets
- dilepton
- all-had
- other 

(additional CMS
measurements) 

Work in 
Progress
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Breakdown of Systematic 
Uncertainties

Notes:

The largest uncertainty
is JES 4

(JES flavour-dependant
term)

The other category
covers all non-JES terms 

with impacts smaller 
than 0.02

Work in 
Progress
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Work in Progress

JES4 (JES flavor uncertainty) correlation studies

This term is a composite of the light quark + gluon and b-quark
terms, which are evaluated differently between 

ATLAS and CMS 

The relative mix of b- and non-b contributions to JES4
between the two experiments 

is very different:

ATLAS: non-b dominates
CMS: b quark dominates

Starting correlation        ATLAS:CMS = 0
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Work in Progress

Moving to a ‘more reasonable’ correlation of 0.5 
introduces instabilities in the combination results. 

This is coming from the JES4 inputs.

We are investigating effects of separating the flavour terms and 
correlating the non-b and b-terms separately
so that the ATLAS:CMS correlation signs 

can be more directly assigned

We should have results soon

This is the last outstanding item on our worklist
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Paper – Structure

Formatted for Phys Rev Lett with a supplementary material section

Figures and Tables in body of paper:

- Correlation strengths (Table)
- Impacts (Table)
- Result comparison (Fig)
- Correlation scans for the most important impacts (Fig)

Additional material in supplementary section:

- ATLAS and CMS inputs with signs (Tables)
- Correlation of inputs (Fig)
- Additional correlation scans (Figs)
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Immediate 
Plans

- Complete the JES4 studies and update blinded results

- Give paper back to the CMS ARC and ATLAS EB for review
and comments

- When we have sign-off by the two groups we will unblind the
results and prepare for formal approval of the results
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Summary

We have performed a combination of the ATLAS and CMS direct mt
measurements from Run 1.

The combination has achieved a precision which is ~ 35% better than 
either of the two legacy analyses 

and has a total uncertainty ~ 300 MeV.

We hope to get the results to the approval stage before the end of the year.
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Backup Material
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Common framework for the ATLAS, CMS, and LHC combinations

- Python-based tool to perform BLUE combination of ATLAS and CMS 
inputs, and to perform LHC combination

- Information of ATLAS/CMS input files stored in a common format, which 
significantly facilitates LHC combination

- Information (inputs, correlations, combination results) stored in dedicated class

- ATLAS + CMS classes can then be combined into an LHC class

- Each class designed in a way that the results are automatically updated every 
time an assumption is changed. This makes it straightforward to:

- Perform correlation scans and toy experiments
- Exclude specific measurements and/or systematic uncertainties
- Check the effect of the correlation signs
- Merge uncertainty terms

Analysis framework
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Systematic Uncertainty Categorization
ATLAS & CMS
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Systematic Uncertainty Categorization
ATLAS JES Sub-categories
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Updated CMS Combination

In addition to the LHC combination, the paper also reports
an improved CMS combination

Updated CMS Result
172.53 +/- 0.14 (stat) +/- 0.38 (syst) GeV

à precision significantly improved relative to CMS legacy result 

172.44 +/- 0.13 (stat) +/- 0.47 (syst) GeV

Comes from use of impact signs and new measurements 
(new dilepton, single top, vertex mass measurement & J/ψ measurement) 

This is included in the LHC combination paper and
it will replace the CMS legacy result as the

reference CMS result from Run 1.

Work in 
Progress
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Role of statistical uncertainties 
(CMS)

For the impact terms where there is a significant statistical uncertainty
(8 TeV measurements only):

Study effects of statistical uncertainties using MC toy experiments
All uncertainties are fluctuated simultaneously, 

taking account of all impact sign flips

à Uncertainty on central mass and total uncertainty for CMS gives 
uncertainties of 57 and 24 MeV, respectively  
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Role of statistical uncertainties

Notes:

CMS statistical uncertainties are comparable to those found by 
ATLAS using the same technique.

These statistical uncertainties when propagated into the 
LHC combination give similar values for the combination.

It is open to discussion with the CMS ARC/ATLAS EB if these get included
in the final combination uncertainty or just

quoted in the text, as was done for the ATLAS legacy paper.


